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Two days ago, I woke up to the news of dr. Priyanka Reddy's body, found on the outskirts of Hyderabad, a victim of possible rape and murder. It's a creepy thing for a woman to be reminded first thing in the morning about how fickle her safety is. I made the disturbing observation that this case was happening just two weeks before the seventh anniversary of the Nirbhay rape case
that shocked the nation. As I browsed Twitter, I saw that people had already made this link. That's how quickly our response to violence and crimes against women, especially rape, is. We had enough practice. What are the statistics on the incidence of rape in India, again? Priyanka Reddy was reportedly a 27-year-old veterinarian from South Los Angeles. Shamshabad. Was.
What she's about to become now is just another crime statistic against women. We let her fall victim, twitter trend, the name on the poster during the protest march, and the picture in the frame next to these candles. But what it will never become in India, never, is the catalyst that brought an end to India's rape culture. We promised it would be Nirbhay. We failed miserably with
Unnao, Kathua, Ranchi and everyone else, which we probably don't even know about. Oh, wait, scratch it. We didn't let us down. We didn't even try. It's like a relay race where every shocking incident passes the baton to another, hoping that this time they will win. Alas, tag, you're not him. How to win a race when the culture of rape in the country continues to recruit more and more
people to your team? Does the term rape culture hurt some feelings? Should I fear retribution from those who think this comment is anti-national or absolute? Rest assured, I already feel it. Fear is a familiar emotion when you are a woman, especially in India. Like underwear, we wear it hidden under all the other emotions. When #FreeTheNipple, we laugh about it because we
can't imagine a way out without some protection for our privates. Why? Fear. We can't walk the streets without fear either. It protects us; keeps our instincts sharp. It's a jungle out there, and predators lurk as we go about our daily lives, waiting to pounce. How else do you explain what happened to Dr. Reddy? Returning from work, Priyanka had to go back to the doctor for personal
reasons, on the way back was punctured tire of her two-wheeled transport, and she was offered help by two strangers who took advantage of her position. She called her sister, expressing concern for her safety. But soon her phone number was unavailable, and it was morning with terrible vidons. A distraught family identified the remains of their loved one from a partially burnt
scarf and a gold pendant around his neck. Police suspect rape, which means they haven't yet But Telangana Interior Minister Mohammad Mahmoud Ali is sure as could have been avoided. Why didn't she score 100 in the first place? If she had called the police, not her sister, she could have been saved. As a woman, I can think of 100 reasons why she didn't call the police. These
are the same reasons why we call a friend or family member when we get into a taxi or autorickshaw, late at night, and the driver sets our instinct. There may be nothing wrong with it and we could be wrong, but we are still doing it. This is the reason we fear every touch in a crowded bus or subway train, but then relax when a person apologizes and doesn't look like a creep. We
have concerns because we have been made to feel that more often than not, we are overthinking or misinterpreting the situation. #NotAllMen I mean, I might as well have struck below the belt by stating how cops are also often stalkers or criminals. So politicians, with cases of rape on their records still have election tickets in their hands. But where will this discussion lead us?
Поможет ли это этой нации, которую мы по иронии судьбы олицетворяем женским местоимением, избавиться от проблемы вредителей? It gnaws at us, we're ingesting the potential of almost half of our population. While we shout the slogans 'mulgi shikli, pragati zhaalii', has anyone thought how this girl is going to go out in the world when she is bound by more rules than
a slave? How can I convince my parents to allow me to pursue an excellent career opportunity in Delhi when the most popular description of the city is the rape of the capital (second only to the cylinder, gas chamber)? How can I tell them that their concern about me is unfounded when I'm scared inches from my life every time I take an Uber home late at night from work or party?
No, but it's #FirstWorldProblens. The real questions are, is there a religion I can follow that doesn't make me a target of sexual violence fueled by communism? Which caste should I belong to so as not to offend anyone with my existence? I was led to believe that changing the status of my relationship from one to married would protect me. But what if the predator ends up in my
own home? What clothes repel depraved thoughts and views? What is the safest age from sexual violence? I'm supposedly not safe even in the womb! In India, the sex ratio is one of the main reasons for the increase in crimes against women. Biggest reason? Our Victorian attitude to sex is where everything is taboo and infusive. We cannot speak freely about sexual intercourse,
about the very thing that brought us into this world. Our beginnings are wrong in themselves. Both of the above reasons put together turn women into these rare, coveted prizes that must be captured and eaten or conquered, which must be won whenever got the opportunity. Everything has to be a secret. The questions about sex, the anatomy of the opposite sex, the libidine
needs and feelings, all Whisper in muffled tones. Bra straps invade hidden. Faces are covered. The cleavage is frowned upon. Women are treated as a sin, official. Sin. And if men are tempted to take part in this sin incorrectly, they have simply made a mistake. Boys will be boys. Not monsters. Just men rate their claim by taking what their strength. Do you think the Indians were
never conquerors? Well, they're sure how hell has conquered women who use consensual sex and without consent, dominate them, manipulate them, and keep them in line. They have never been taught to treat women equally, or at least as human beings. Men were given the freedom to educate themselves, and they preferred to attend the School of oppressive Patriarchy of
Thought, which taught them that women were property, and that violence and rape were encouraged as a means to conquer those properties. To note these words, everything we have identified as feminine, we have been devastated and plundered and left bleeding: women, Mother India, Mother Nature. No matter how much we promise to take steps to improve their situation, we
will never be able to. Because by protecting women, they feel a duty to men, subordination is considered a right. And we all know that everyone exercises their basic rights more than basic responsibilities. I read somewhere that after Nirbhay, there was actually an increase in the number of crimes against women. You don't need an episode of Criminal Minds to tell you why. The
crimes were always there. It's just that we're now paying attention as more and more of them are being reported. But will anything come of it? Were there enough of those reports and IPRs and speed courts to give justice to the victim and their families? No. For all those who argue that we should follow the procedure in the spirit of our law, it is not about justice anymore. Justice
now feels like a tiny Band-Aid that can no longer patch up a gaping wound, only increasing in size. It's getting bloodier and worse. We women are not seeking justice; now we demand revenge. The laws that we currently pursue are only rapists, the mor. But the root cause of this pestle, the breeding ground of this bacterium, is the garbage littered in our society, in our own
consciousness. This is where the real Swah Bharat Abhiyan is supposed to happen. The aforementioned social practice is the basis of India's rape culture, which charges the victim, not the perpetrator. He bends even lower when he brings communism in it, pointing to the religion of sacrifice and thr perp And therefore these practices are the ones that must face the noose first.
Alas, it's easier said than done. Centuries of rigidity can't be a thing of the past just a few years. Especially if everyone thinks there's nothing wrong with it. Change must be as enthusiastic as if it were a direct punishment from God. And as long as and religion abolishes humanity, India's rape culture will only get worse. Cover: Dhawal Bhaniushali/ Mashable India February 19, 2019
4 min read You Read Entrepreneur India, International Franchise Entrepreneur Media. The city of Nizams must play an important role in revolutionizing the history of India's launch by breeding innovative organizations. From an ecosystem that has inspired development and mentoring through incubation centers and academic cells to the launch of pearls, which today are leading
by a variety of industries, Hyderabad is at the helm of India's entrepreneurial ecosystem. Entrepreneur India brings you 15 start-up stars from Hyderabad who are on track to shine brightly on the world map soon:1.1 GrabOnOne of the fastest growing companies in India's coupon market, GrabOn provides a platform where users can compare prices and save big while shopping
online using the latest and best coupons and deals.2. In 2014, a startup in Hyderabad developed gesture management technology that allows contactless communication with IoT smart devices. It has launched 4 products so far - Hug Smartwatch, My Buddy (child tracking device), Hug Elan (IoT included fitness group) and Hug Fit.3. Pay Near Payment App is the first Omni
channel in India to provide transactional solutions for all types of business. It simplifies all payment transactions with its innovative and reliable payment solutions for small, medium and large businesses4. Founded in 2011, Suggl is a group-focused payment company. It connects consumer and corporate spending with merchants through its own technology platforms. Popicorn As
the name suggests, Popicorn produces India's favorite little snack - popcorn. Started in 2015, the startup was launched in a garage and has now turned into a full-fledged plant. Currently appear more than 100 tons of popcorn each month and sales across India are over 10 different cities with 6 delicious flavors that season by hand.6. Nukkad ShopsNukkad Shops offers a one-to-
one service to manage every aspect of your business - billing, inventory management, customer engagement, buying and selling through its Android-connected trading platform.7 Darwin BoxThe innovative software allows you to manage the entire lifecycle of employees on one single HR solution platform, with design standards maintained for top-notch companies including
McKinsey and Google.8. High RadiusHighRadius is a fintech software-as-a-service (SaaS). It provides SAP receivable management, fees and dispute management, high-radius accelerators, correspondence management, backup automation, System9. eKincareThe digital platform makes it easier for users to monitor their medical information and history. Founded by Kieran Kieran
The platform offers a technology that collects all medical results from different health care providers.   Siefi Startup allows users to book appointments with doctors, salons and other services related to health and well-being. The firm has expanded its reach recently, now boasting more than 30,000 service providers.   MapMyGenomeFounded Anu Acharya in 2011, a startup uses
state-of-the-art technology to decode and understand human DNA and provides action for individuals and their physicians to a healthy life.12   LearnSocialThe startup is an open learning platform that makes each person a student and a coach, helping to revitalize your career, creating a new passion or hobby and helping you discover the best courses to fit your learning needs.13
  Hello CurryThe Hyderabad founded by a fast-food chain (WSR) specializing in Indian cuisine recently acquired a cloud and mobile POS (point of sale) system to launch Fire42 for an undisclosed amount in stock cash deal.14.   Now the startup is focused on helping small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to create an online presence through basic SMS. Its flagship products
Now-Floats Lighthouse and Now-Floats Wildfire help automate organic and inorganic discoveries in customer segments.15   FlatPebbleThe platform is a market for finding and hiring wedding photographers. The company allows users to hire photographers for any other occasion as well. The company graduated from Microsoft Ventures Accelerator in 2014. 2014.
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